LCT SCALE MODELS AVAILABLE

FINE SCALE MODEL--$300+

Listed on this page are several options on LCT scale models. These vary greatly in cost and accuracy. More will be posted as we learn of them. The models in the photo to the right were custom-made by Gener Marcelo in the Philippines. These are fine-detail LCTs made from original photos and schematic drawings. The cost is $300 plus approx. $70 for shipping to the USA.

Marcelo also supplies Motion Models of Florida with their basic model hulls. Motion Models finish the details and charge $995 for basically what you see here. The big difference is that Marcelo works with less overhead and from a foreign country where cost is less.

I have agreed to (as they say on TV) a one-time offer of acting as “middleman” for our LCT group to acquire a bulk order of LCT models from Marcelo. If you are interested, send me a letter ASAP. Beyond this limited time, you are on your own.

I must also emphatically emphasize that I am in no way responsible for your purchase. You will send all funds to the Philippines yourself. We had three models built earlier this year which we put on display at the recent Duluth reunion. The three vets who purchased these are all very happy with their models.

Obviously, these models may not look exactly like your own wartime LCT. Remember, each civilian contractor altered the design slightly and some ingenious crews added things like the shelter you see here on the Mk-5. This is why I encourage you to send photos of your LCT-- and you will also have the chance to critically examine some close-up photos of these models and make any changes. I believe these models to be a fine purchase worthy of handing down to your grandchildren.

BUILD-YOUR-OWN

Mel Augustin assembled his own model with help from his wife and grandchildren. His LCT-244 measures 30 x 8 inches and is scaled to be approx. 1/4" = 1 foot.

The Motion Models version may even include a few more fine details but insurance and overhead here in the States dictate the higher price of $995. You can deal direct with them by contacting:

Motion Models 1-800-866-3172  (in Florida)
their website: www.motionmodels.com

ASSEMBLY-REQUIRED--$20

Lindberg Company manufactures an un-assembled model called the “D-Day Invasion LCT”. The best part is the price--only $17 plus postage. The bad news is that there’s no way it’s a U.S. Mk-6 as advertised. Nor is it a Brit Mk-4. If you are still interested, contact:

The Craft Creators
137 Stillwater Station Road
Newton, NJ 07860

Phone: (973) 383-1554
craftcreators.com